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Trades play a crucial role in our local communities and if
you’re an established contractor, you might already have
regular clients and solid work.

But what if you’re still trying to grow your business? One of
the best advertising spaces is the internet, so how can you
leverage this massive space and increase your lead flow?

A technique called SEO (Search Engine Optimization) has
become essential in today’s age for growing your online

presence and attracting potential clients. In this guide, we’ll explain important
concepts of SEO and teach you how to use this powerful technique to strategically
enhance your online presence.

Understanding SEO

SEO is the process of improving your website's position on SERPs, Search Engine Results
Pages. When optimized, your website is put higher in the search engine rankings so
more people will see it. If your site is not properly optimized, it can be easily lost in the
depths of a massive list of graveyard results.

Why is SEO for Contractors Important?

There are MANY different SEO strategies, but the main one to focus on for contractors is
called local SEO. While some SEO techniques deal with global businesses, local SEO
deals with businesses that focus on a certain geographical location.

When using search engines that track location, like Google and Yahoo, the results they
bring up are influenced by your location. The results that show up when you’re
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Googling in Ottawa, will not be the same results you’d get if you were in New York,
even if you’re asking the same question.

This filtering benefits you and your clients by only showing results relevant to your
location. If you’re located in Calgary, AB and someone in Calgary searches for
“contracting companies near me,” you have a better chance of being seen by your
clients.

Therefore, for contractors, it’s important to use local SEO techniques to improve your
rankings in the search engines for your area.

How Search Engines work: Crawling, Indexing, and Ranking
Search engines can seem like mysterious
encyclopedias run by even more mysterious
high-tech robots, which is partly true. To
demystify it a little bit, search engines use a
three-part system to filter through websites;
crawling, indexing, and ranking.

Crawling is done by bots programmed with
advanced algorithms to “crawl” through
website pages and analyze their quality and
number of connections to other pages.

The bot then puts the page in an index of
previously visited pages and compares their relevance. Once those are done, the bot
then ranks the page accordingly.

SEO influences this process by showing the bot that your page has more relevant
content than others, boosting your ranking on the search list.
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Technical SEO

Technical SEO means optimizing your site for the first two stages, crawling and indexing.
It doesn’t deal with all of the textual content of your site. Instead, it deals with the
infrastructure of it like your URL, loading speed, mobile accessibility, etc.

Mobile Responsiveness

Mobile accessibility is a huge factor considering most people search on their mobile
devices rather than a laptop or computer. Make sure you can navigate your website
easily on a mobile device.

Loading Speed

Your page's loading speed can affect your ranking and user-friendliness. If your website
is slow to load, search engines will lower your ranking and users will be less apt to scroll
through your site. There are different programs you can use like Google Page Speed
Insights to see your website speed and errors that may require fixing.

Short Urls

Lastly, simplifying your site's URLs can improve user-friendliness and search engine
rankings.

For example, if your website's address is “Ottawafloors4u2021.com” followed by a long
stretch of characters, numbers, and symbols, it’s not well optimized. By condensing it
down to just “Ottawafloors.com” your URL becomes more specific and is easier to find
for the user and the search engines bots.

*This goes for your site’s main pages as well.

On-Site SEO is one of the most important parts as it deals with the fundamentals of SEO.
If this part of the optimization is left out, the following methods are less likely to boost
your rankings.

Keyword Research
One of the tasks of performing SEO is learning the keywords and phrases people use
when searching for your services.
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Like following an ant trail, including keywords in your website's content creates direct
connections to the most frequently asked questions.

If someone searches for “contractors who install flooring” and you include the phrase
“flooring installation” on your website, your page will be considered more relevant than
others that do not include those keywords, elevating your position on the list of results.

On-site Optimization
On-site optimization refers to optimizing the content on your website and its
user-friendliness. Keywords are one technique of onsite optimization, but there are a few
others to consider.

Structure

Including H1 tags and H2 tags is an easy way to optimize content. Instead of having a
wall of text, consider breaking it into paragraphs and adding H2 tags for each
paragraph. This will not only make it easier for users to read, but the code added by the
headers will attract the bots to keywords. You should only have one H1 which should
consist of your main target keywords, ie service + location.

Title Tags

Title tags play an important role when a potential client is searching for your services.
The title tag is the main snippet that shows in the search results. It includes your domain
name, a small hook for people to read, and a title for your site. Your title tag should be
between 50-60 characters, and contain your main keyword. ie service + location.

The last one we’ll mention is alternative text or Alt text. Alt text can be used for the
images on your site. It’s added into the coding of the image so it can be included in
Google images. They should describe what’s happening in the image; ie, a contractor
with a saw working on a project. If you can fit in the keywords naturally, that would be a

bonus.

Focus on Your Local Market

Trying to go global can sometimes come at a
disadvantage. When you keep your target market
condensed, you know exactly what type of target
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audience you’re looking for. This can help you come up in the search results quicker if
you focus on local keywords. Home service + location is a great place to start. If your
plan is to expand on your area in the future, there will be room to do so once you get
your first few city keywords ranking well.

Make Sure Your Web Profiles are Up to Date

Keeping your NAP up to date is crucial. (NAP refers to name, address and phone
number). When adding your business to local citation sites or local directories, it’s
important that you use the same information that you have put into your google my
business page. Consistency is key in this case.

PRO TIP: Make sure you keep a list of all the citations and directories you are listed in.
This could come in handy if you need to change your address or phone number down
the line.

Some great places to get started with your business profiles are:

● Definitely Google My Business. Make sure you also get verified and that the
property links to your website.

● YellowPages
● Canada411
● BBB
● HomeStars
● Yelp

Do You Want to See How You’re Ranking Locally for Your Contracting Business?
Click Here and Get a 20+ Page Website SEO Report.
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12 Quickfire Tips for Contractor SEO
Once you’ve done your keyword research, you will make sure your home page and
service pages are properly optimized.

1. Try to add 1-2 main keywords to your home page and main service pages.
2. Each page should be approximately 500+ words of unique content. Google

loves long-format content that is informative and full of quality information.
3. You should also try to link your pages together so that if a visitor wants to see your

gallery, they can easily find it from your homepage or your service page.
4. Make sure your site titles and meta descriptions also contain your main keywords.
5. Don’t keyword “stuff”! Your keywords should be used where they can appear

naturally.
6. Your titles should look something like this: Location + Service. Keep your titles to

50-60 characters.
7. Your meta description should look something like this: Looking for (service) in

(location)? Talk to our team of experts today, we can help you with (service).
Get a free quote today.  Keep your meta descriptions to 155-150 characters.

8. Add a call to action at the bottom of your service pages and on your
homepage.

9. Offer a free quote or consultation.
10. List all of the services you offer on your website in a drop-down menu. Each

service should be a standalone page of 500+ words.
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11. Make an FAQ page full of your top asked questions from your customers. Not
only is this great for SEO, it’s the perfect asset to have when a prospect asks you
a common question. You can simply forward them a link to your top FAQ. They
may even find your call to action from there and give you a call!

12. Make sure your site is fast, many people will also be checking out your site on
their mobile device, it should be mobile responsive as well.

Build Your Trust Signals

Google loves trust signals! These can include things like your google
business reviews, Facebook reviews, Yelp, BBB, HomeStars and more.

● Get those local business profiles set up and start asking your
happy clients to share the love.

● You can also share badges from top contracting sites as well as
any accreditations or awards you have earned.

● Make sure you also have a testimonial or review section on your website.

Build Quality Links

There are several ways to build links. You can do this via writing and submitting blog
posts, articles and guest posts. The most important point when it comes to gaining
backlinks, is that they should be posted to quality sites and be full of engaging and
informative content. If you need help writing content for your contextual links, check
out our writing services here.

Keep the Momentum Going

SEO is not a set it and forget it type of thing. Your site needs constant attention to allow
it to gain momentum on Google. 6 months of quality link building and on-site SEO
should get you to page 1 of Google. If you’d like to learn more about how our team
can help customize the best approach for you, contact us today. Book a free
consultation!
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We Have First-Hand Experience

Our team is proud to work with contractors from all over the globe. This is our favourite
niche to work in. We’ve helped insulation companies, roofing companies, locksmiths,
appliance specialists, landscapers, electricians, painters, flooring contractors and more
for over 10+ years.

Do You Want to See How You’re Ranking Locally for Your Contracting Business?

Click Here for Your SEO Report.

Measuring, Prioritizing, and Executing SEO

To make sure you’re getting a positive investment out of your SEO endeavors, it’s
crucial to measure overhead, prioritize certain improvements, and execute

properly.

The main goal of SEO is to increase revenue
and improve your chances of landing potential
clients. Regularly measure your traffic trends
and see if there’s any room for improvement.

Prioritize any improvements you need to make
in order to further optimize your site.

After you’ve assessed your position and goals,
execute your plan by hiring an experienced

SEO professional to help improve your site and grow your business.

Do You Want to See How You’re Ranking Locally for Your Contracting Business?

Click Here for Your SEO Report.
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